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ABSTRACT
The Relationship Between the Content Component
of Cognitive Moral Development and
Premarital Sexual Standards
by
Janet H. Anderson, Master of Science
utah State University, 1987
Major Professor: D. Kim Openshaw, Ph . D.
Department: Family and Human Development
The purpose of this research was to examine the
relationship between the content of moral thought and
premarital sexual standards .

The sample used (n=lS9)

was homogeneous and purposive; the majority of the
sample was female, second year college students, and
Caucasian.

A discriminant analysis using the sexual

standards of permissiveness with affection and the
traditional standard as dependent variables, and the
moral constructs of egoism, hedonism, nonhedonism,
utilitarianism, deontology, ru l e-utilitarianism, act utilitarianism, rule-orientation, and act-orientation as
independent (predictor) variables was run.

This

analysis resulted in a final model in which egoism,
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hedonism, nonhedonism, act-utilitarianism, and ruleorientation were found to be the polarizing variables
between the traditional group and the permissiveness
with affection group.
(95 pages)

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
statement of Purpose
The purpose of this research was to examine the
relationship between the content component of cognitive
moral development and four premarital sexual standards;
permissiveness without affection, traditional, double,
and permissiveness with affection.

Historically the

study of premarital sexual standards, both behavioral
and attitudinal, has been addressed from an
epidemiological perspective; that is, extant research
has concerned itself mostly with the prevalence of the
behavior in the context of a given society or a specific
age group.

This position has neglected, for the most

part, the issue of development and developmental levels.
It is posited that a more accurate understanding of
premarital sexual standards can be obtained by examining
the phenomenon from a developmental perspective,
especially if the intent of the research is to provide
a: a) more holistic understanding of the phenomenon; and
b) valid foundation upon which interventive strategies
(preventative and remedial)

can be predicated.

Of particular interest is the relationship between
cognitive moral development (Kohlberg, 1969) and
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premarital sexual standards.

An examination of this

relationship should begin with defining the two
dimensions of cognitive moral development; namely
s tructure and content.

According to Boyce and Jensen

(1978:179) moral content is conceptualized as "the
actual moral beliefs that one holds, for example, 'life
is sacred,'

'laws are good," pain is bad, ' and so on."

Such thinking can be readily applied to the area of
premarital sexual standards through the use of such
statements as "premarital sexual activity is wrong," or
"thinking about sex and being single is evil . "

On the

other hand, the structure of cognitive moral development
is conceptualized as "the cognitive makeup, or the
qualitative modes of thought, that lie behind those
particular beliefs.

The questions asked in this area

include, "Are the particular moral beliefs autonomously
or heteronomously adhered to?

Are the espoused ethical

principles universal and self chosen or are they narrow
and inherited?

What is the individual's social

perspective? and so on" (Boyce & Jensen, 1 978:179).
Both con t ent and structure are operationalized through
the use of specific dilemmas that identify either the
content or the structural elements of cognitive moral
developmen t

(see, Boyce & Jensen,1978; Gill i gan,

Kohlberg, Lerner & Belenky, 1971; Kohl berg, 1969) .
One of the first studies focusing on the area of

cognitive moral development and premarital sexual
s tandards, within the context of development, was that
of Jurich and Jurich (1974).

Their study specifically

examined the relationship between the structural aspect
of moral development and five premarital sexual
standards; namely: a) permissiveness without affection;
b) traditional; c) double standard; d) permissiveness
with affection; and e) non-exploitative permissiveness
without affection.
Outside of the study by Jurich and Jurich (1974),
this researcher has found limited research that has
specifically correlated various aspects of development
with premarital sexual standards and no research that
has directly examined the area of moral content as it
relates to premarital sexual standards.

The intent of

this study is to examine the relationship between
cognitive moral development (content) and four
premarital sexual standards; namely, traditional, double
standard, permissiveness with affection, and
permissiveness without affection.
Definitions of Terms
Sexual Standards
Reiss (1960) first defined four sexual standards
common to modern western society.

The "traditional

standard" dictates complete sexual abstinence prior to
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marriage (Reiss, 1960; Jurich & Jurich, 1974).

The

"double standard" means that premarital sex is
ac ceptable for men and "bad" women.

However, "good"

women must abstain from sexual relations before
marriage .

"Permissiveness with affection" allows

premarital sex when

~ he

couple involved is "in love".

This standard has become more common among college
students over the last twenty-five years (Reiss, 1962;
Bell & Chaskes, 1970; Christensen & Gregg, 1970;
Clayton & Bokemeier, 1980).

"Permissiveness without

affection" is a "hedonistic, fun morality " (Jurich &
Jurich, 1974:797);

sex is legitimate whenever the

individuals i n volved desire it.
Cognitive Moral Development
cognitive moral development can best be understood
as a compound term that involves three inter-related
constructs; the first two are explicit in the primary
concept, cognitive development and moral development ;
whereas the third is only implied, social development .
Cognitive development is defined as the development of
human thought , language, and intellectual functioning
and is perceived as developing in stages from birth
(i.e . , sensorimotor) through adolescence (i.e., formal
operations)

(Piaget, 1965).

Moral development, on the

other hand, refers to the process through which
individuals learn to adopt the standards of right or
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wrong as establ ished by the culture i n which they live.
In other words, moral development involves attitudes,
beliefs, and values on the one hand and actual behavior
on the other (Helms & Turner, 1976).

Two dimensions are

relevant to our understanding of moral development;
namely, structure and content.

The structural dimension

of cognitive development is concerned with the
"organization of thinking" or the "cognitive
constructions" which underly thought (Rest, 1979, p.
63).

Content, on the other hand, "refers to the actual

moral beliefs held by individuals" (Boyce & Jensen,
1978:179).

For example, "life is sacred," "laws are

good,· and "pain is bad" (Boyce & Jensen, 1978:179).
As noted above, social development is implied in
the primary concept.

This is particularly evident when

one realizes that a major aspect of social development
involves coming to deal with other people in one's
social environment in appropriate and effective ways.
That which is considered appropriate depends on one's
moral values.

When broadly defined, "the moral sphere

encompasses the whole range of interpersonal reactions"
(Liebert & Wicks-Nelson, 1981:443).

Thus, interpersonal

behavior perceived as morally relevant and which
benefits self and others is considered to be prosocial.
Those actions of a moral nature which pose a threat or
harm to self or others are perceived as antisocial.
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In sum, i t can be conc lud e d that cognitive mo ral
development refers to t he thought schemas underly ing t he
moral concepts of persons at different age levels, whi c h
have evolved within a social context, in order to de fine
a general direction of movement (Hoffman, 1970).
Piaget (1965) was the first to suggest the
possibility of a sequence of stages of moral growth
which approximated his general theory of cogn i tive
development.

Kohlberg (1969) elaborated on piaget's

theory of moral development, within the context of
cognitive development, by organizing moral development
into stages which are qualitatively different and which
form an invariant sequence, thereby producing a theory
of the development of moral reasoning.

He specified

three different levels of cognitive moral development,
each consisting of two stages .

The first level is

termed preconventional moral reasoning .

In stage one,

an act is judged to be right if there is no punishment
connected with it, and wrong if the act results in
punishment.

The morality of a particular action is

decided by an external force.

At the second stage of

preconventional moral reasoning, an act can be judged
morally correct if it satisfies the subject's needs or
the needs of someone close to her/him.

In level two,

conventional moral reasoning, the subject considers
her/himself to be moral if s/he conforms to society ' s

expectations.

A person at stage three believes that

conforming to society's role expectations of her/him
will assure that s/he is considered to be a moral
person .

At stage four, s/he becomes aware that rules

and laws must be upheld so that an orderly society may
continue.

In l evel three, postconventional moral

reasoning, the individual realizes that society's laws
and mores may not always be moral.

At stage five, s/he

considers her/himself to have a contract with society.
S/He behaves as society prescribes, and, in turn, is
protected by those prescriptions.

From this pOint, an

individual goes on to stage six and the realization that
each person's view of her/his contract with society is
subjective, therefore, the only va lid determination of
morality is the individual's own of his /he r personal
acts.

As the subject passes through these stages, s/he

goes from complete reliance on an external definition of
morality to an internal definition.
Dimensions of Moral content
Boyce and Jensen (1978) have developed the Moral
content Test, an instrument designed to examine the
philosophical and psychological constructs of cognitive
moral development .

They identify nine specific

constructs; namely, egoism, rule-utilitarianism, actutilitarianism, hedonism, nonhedonism, ruleorientation, act-orientation, utilitarianism, and
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deontology. Before defin ing t hese constructs, it i s
n ecessary to briefly explain some of the theories upon
whi ch they are based.
mo rality,

Normative ethics, or the study of

(See Table 1, p. 9) are "those moral

assumptions or statements that are evaluative, they are
one's basic underlying assumptions about what is good,
bad, right, and wrong" (Boyce & Jensen, 1978:7).

Within

the study of normative ethics are two major groups of
theories: those dealing with normative values, and those
dealing with normative obligation .

The area of

normative values can further be divided into
instrumental value and intrinsic value.
Instrumentalists argue that all actions are means to
some remote end, which at another place in time could
also be called a means .

If there are no ends, there is

nothing in which to place intrinsic value (Boyce &
Jensen, 1978; Dewey, 1930).

More commonly, philosophers

accept the idea of intrinsic value, "the view that
traits or experiences can be good in and of themselves;
their goodness is not related to consequences or to any
other values- separately and singly, apart from
everything else, they are good" (Boyce & Jensen,
1978:15).

Those who believe in intrinsic value can be

divided into monists and pluralists .

Monists believe

there is only one thing that is intrinsically good;
pluralists believe there are two or more .

Aristotle was

Table 1
Normative Ethics

I. Normative Values
A.
Instrumental
B. Intrinsic
1. Monism
a. Qualitative Hedonism
b. Quantitative Hedonism
2. Pluralism
a. Nonhedonism
II.

Normative Obligation
A. Teleological
1. Utilitarianism
a. Act
b. Rule
B. Deontological
1. Act
2. Rule

a monist because he believed that happiness was the only
intrinsic good. Hedonism has historically been the most
popular form of monism and is the belief that pleasure
is the only intrinsic good.

Quantitative hedonism

maintains that all types of pleasure are the same and,
therefore, valued in the same manner.

Qualitative

hedonists believe that some pleasures are more valuable
than others, for instance, John stuart Mill (1863/1971)
argues that intellectual pleasures are superior to
sensual pleasures.

Pluralists, as stated above, believe

there are two or more things which are intrinsically
good.

In fact, these intrinsic goods are complementary

in that together they compose "the good".

plato was a

pluralist who believed the following list composed "the
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good" :
"a)MeaSure moderation fitness (that which is i n
place)
b)Proportion, beauty, completeness
C)Intelligence and wisdom
d)Sciences, arts, and true opinion (or true
convictions)
e)Pure pleasures of the soul" (Boyce & Jensen,
1978:18).
The third category of intrinsic value is nonhedonism,
which simply denies the idea that pleasure is the only
intrinsic good.
nonhedonists.

Therefore all pluralists are
The most commonly used categories of

normative value and the ones most pertinent to this
study are qualitative hedonism, quantitative hedonism,
and nonhedonism.
Normative value theories, as explained above, are
concerned with "the good".

The theories of normative

obligation are concerned with "the right".

These

theories are considered to be either teleological or
deontological.

According to teleological theory, "the

rightness of an act depends solely on its consequences"
(Boyce & Jensen, 1978:21).

Utilitarianism is a theory

in which teleological thinking is used.

Utilitarians

believe that the end result determines the moral
rightness of any action taken.

Utilitarians also

believe "the good" must be maximized.

Therefore, every

act is judged by the amount of good resulting from it.
Conversely, the deontologist believes "that a given act
is judged not only by the consequences it will elicit
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but by the nature of the act itself" (Boyce & Jensen,
1978:45).

Deontologists consider certain mora l

principles such as "stealing is wrong" to be absolute
truths .

Pure deontologists believe an act is moral if

it conforms to these moral principles.
not considered.

The outcome is

Mixed deontologists believe the act and

its consequences must conform to these moral principles.
A further distinction in deontology is that between actd eontology and rule-deontology.

A rule-deontologist

considers only how closely an act conforms to a moral
principle or rule; an act-deontologist also considers
the context of the action.
After discussing the theories and principles of
normative ethics, one can now define each of Boyce and
Jensen's nine constructs . The first construct is egoism .
An egoist is "concerned with achieving his definit ion of
the good primarily for himself" (Boyce & Jensen,
1978:185 ).

S / he is not concerned with the effect

her / his act i ons wi ll have on others.
i s hedonism.

Another construct

The hedonist believes that pleasure is the

only intrinsic good.

Therefore, any act performed in

the pursuit of pleasure is considered moral.

Non-

hedonism is the belief that the good is another state
beyond pleasure.

For example, Aristotle believed that

happiness was t he only intrinsic good, and Nietzsche
gave that designation to power (Boyce & Jensen , 197 8) .
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Non-hedonists (pluralists) also believe that several
states or qualities can have intrinsic good (e.g.,
Plato) .
The construct of utilitarianism has, as a major
feature, concern with maximizing the good.

Therefore,

the utilitarianist is concerned mainly with maximizing
the good.

Sihe may believe this is best done by

adopting rules that will maximize the good, and then
following them strictly; this is rule-utilitarianism.
Or, in act-utilitarianism, slhe may not adopt such
rules, but may judge each act according to its context,
and to the amount of good resulting from it.
A deontologist considers the nature of the act
itself to be as, or more, important than the
consequences of that act.
well as the ends.

The means are evaluated as

A rule-deontologist personally adopts

certain rules that slhe considers moral truths and
evaluates acts according to how closely they adhere to
those rules.

An act-deontologist considers only the

morality of the act itself, within its context, without
tying the act to any set of rules.
The constructs of rule-orientation and act orientation are applicable to both utilitarianism and
deont ology, and have been defined above as they relate
to each of these areas.

Broadly, a person who is rule-

oriented in herlhis moral decisions will first define
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those rul es slhe believes to be moral or right , and then
judge actions by how closely they conform to these
rul es.

A person who is act-oriented will consider each

act individually on its own merits.

The act is

considered just as important as the results.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Premarital Sexual Behavior
History: Epidemiology
Research about sexual standards (behavior and
attitudes) has been mainly concerned with epidemiology
(Bell & Chaskes, 1970; Christensen & Gregg, 1970;
Ehrmann, 1964; Jessor & Jessor, 1975, 1977; Kinsey,
Pomeroy, & Martin, 1948; Luckey & Nass, 1969; packard,
1969; Reiss, 1966; Vener & stewart, 1974; Zelnick &
Kantner, 1972, 1977).

This research has shown "I) an

increase in the overall prevalence of premarital sexual
behaviors, particularly coitus, 2) an increase in the
number of sexual partners among those who are
experienced, and 3) a decrease in the average age at the
onset of coitus" as well as "a unilinear trend toward
more liberal attitudes about sex before marriage"
(Clayton & Bokemeier, 1980:764).

That permissiveness

and liberal sexual attitudes are increasing is further
supported in a 1984 study done by Reed and Weinberg.
They proposed that there exists a time lag between the
emergence of facilitators of premarital coitus in the
1960's and the actual relaxing of the pre- existing
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mo res.

These facilitators were identified as "increased

freedom of youth from parental control, the development
of a strong youth culture, and the development of the
birth control pill" (Reed & Weinberg, 1984:129).

They

hypothesized that time was needed, particularly in the
case of women, who had previously had no script
concerning premarital sexual behavior, to develop a
sexual script.

"A script specifies a 'who,' that is, a

type of person, and a 'does what,' that is, a set of
behaviors appropriate for that type of person" (Reed &
Weinberg, 1984:130).

They found, in their study of

college students, evidence to support their hypothesis
of a sexual script.

They also found, as had several

other researchers (Bauman & Wilson, 1974; King, 1975;
Lewis & Burr, 1975) that, for women, the incidence of
coitus increased moderately in the late sixties, and
more rapidly in the seventies.

For men, coital rates

held steady in the late sixties and then increas ed
moderately in the seventies.

Rates for both genders

were found to be converging; women are gradually closing
the gap that has been in existence between genders.

In

a related study, Roche (1986) studied the differences
between the way people believe they should behave
sexually, how they actually do behave sexually, and
their perceptions of others' sexual behavior.

He wanted

to determine whether sexual behaviors and attitudes in
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the 1980's are continu i ng to l i bera l ize or becoming mo r e
conservative.

His subjects were a group of 280 persons ,

c onsisting of college students and nonstudents.

He

f ound that "Persons are most restrictive in what they
believe is proper, more permissive in their reported
behavior, and most permissive in their perception of
what others are doing" (Roche, 1986:119).

Men are more

permissive than women but only in the early stages of a
relationship.

Roche also found that overall levels of

sexual behavior were much higher in this study than in
studies done in the fifties and sixties.

It can be

concluded from the extant research that sexual attitudes
and behaviors are continuing to liberalize.
History :

Etiolo~

The etiology of premarital sexual standards has
been studied to a lesser extent than the epidemiological
perspective.

Research addressing epidemiology has

identified several important variables; among them: 1)
the permissiveness of the reference group (Billy & Udry,
1985; Hornick, 1978; Miller, Christensen, & Olson, 1987;
Teevan, 1972; walsh, Ferrell, & Tolone, 1976); 2)
quality and length of the current relationship; 3) the
extent of past sexual experience (Carroll, Yolk, & Hyde,
1985; DeLamater & MacCorquodale, 1979); and 4)
developmental level (D'Augelli, 1971, 1972; Jurich &
Jurich, 1974).

The research dealing with sexual
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standards and developmental levels, as they relate to
cognitive moral development, is of particular interest
to this study.
Permissiveness of the reference group.

Over the

past fifteen years, several studies have investigated
the importance of the peer group in determining an
individual's sexual standards.

Testing the following

hypotheses: 1) College students who were parent oriented
would be less sexually permissive than students who were
peer oriented; 2) Students who believed their peer
reference group was permissive would be permissive
themselves, Teevan (1972) found that while the data
supported both hypothesis, the former was supported only
weakly. Teevan (1972) concluded that the permissiveness
of the peer group was the most important determinant of
premarital sexual permissiveness.

Hornich (1978)

conducted a study of university and high school students
(n= 800) using as measures Reiss' (1967) scale of
premarital sexual permissiveness (attitudes) and another
Guttmann scale concerning actual sexual behavior.

Using

path analysis, Hornich found that the peer group and the
frequency of dating were important factors in
determining adolescents' sexual attitudes and behaviors.
In a related study, also of college students, Walsh,
Ferrell, and Tolone (1976) found that the initial
selection of peer groups and the changes in sexual
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s tandards that occurred within them after select ion we re
more predictive of the subject's degree of
p ermissiveness than the subject's degree of parent
orientation.

Also, the relationship between the

reference group's perceived permissiveness and the
subject's permissiveness was positive.

Billy and Udry

( 1985) studied adolescents to determine what influence
"best friends" have on premarital sexual behavior . Using
a panel design, subjects consisting of junior high
school students, they found that white males, black
males, and black females were not influenced by the
sexual activities of either their same gender "best
friend" or the opposite gender "best friend".

white

females, on the other hand, were affected and influenced
by both gender "best friends".

It was found that the

girl friend influences by modeling, possibly through
persuasion, and by providing opportunities.

The boy may

become the girl's partner in her first coitus.

This

study supports in part the Planned Parenthood Poll
(Louis Harris and Associates, 1986) which found that
females were more likely than males to feel pressured at
the time of their first coitus.

Miller, Christensen,

and Olson (1987) have also studied the determinants of
premarital sexual behavior.

The sample (n=2423)

consisted of high school students in New Mexico, Utah,
and California.

The subjects completed surveys dealing
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with their religious affiliation and activities, self
esteem (Rosenberg, 1965), and attitudes toward
premarital sex.

The results suggested that sexual

behavior is determined both by the normative context,
and by the personal moral beliefs of the individuals
involved.
Overall, the research in this area has shown the
peer group, as well as the personal moral beliefs of the
individual involved, to be important in determining
premarital sexual standards.
Quality and length of present relationship; past
sexual experience.

Two studies typify the extant

research in the area of quality and length of
relationship, and past sexual experience; namely
DeLamater and MacCorquodale (1979) and Carroll, Yolk,
and Hyde (1985).

DeLamater and MacCorquodale (1979)

developed a theoretical model that suggests how several
relationship variables might interact to influence an
individual's present sexual behavior .

Testing this

model with path analys is, they ·concluded that four
factors were consistently associated with current sexual
behaviors: 1) more extensive past sexual experience, 2)
number of friends who engage in various sexual
activities, 3) the quality of one's current heterosexual
relationship, and 4) the length of the current
relationship· (Clayton & Bokemeier, 1980:771).

Carroll,
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Vol k, and Hyde (1985) hypothesized that differences
existed in males and females motives for engaging in
coitus.

They tested this hypothesis by administering a

questionnaire investigating sexual attitudes, sexual
behavior, and motives for coitus to 249 undergraduates,
selected randomly.

They found significant differences

between genders on whether casual sex was approved, what
constitutes the most important portion of sexual
behavior, number of sexual partners, and what
significance emotional involvement has in the decision
to engage in coitus.

Both men and women approved of

coitus in a serious relationship; however, as Roche
(1986) also found, men we re more likely than women to
engage in coitus when there was no emotional
involvement.

Women were unlikely to engage in coitus

when not emotionally invested i n a relationship with
their partner .
In summary, this area of research has shown that
current sexual behavio rs are affected by past sexual
experience, levels of permissiveness within the peer
group, quality and length of the present relationship
(DeLamater & MacCorquodale , 1979), and gender of the
individual (Carroll, et al., 1985).
Development and developmental levels: Cognitive
moral development.

While all aspects of development,

social, physical, spiritual, moral, etc., have an effect
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on the establishment of sexual standards, this research
was limited to the s tudy of the effects of cognit ive
moral development upon sexual s tandards.

Jurich and

Jurich (1974) conducted a study that linked premarital
sexual standards with levels of cognitive moral
development.

Their subjects were 160 upper division

undergraduate students from eight northeastern
institutions .

Each subject was interviewed privately.

They were asked the degree of their religiosity and then
asked to state their bel i efs about premarital
intercourse.

Following this, the subjects were asked to

respond to questions about four moral dilemmas.

The

first two were Kohlberg dilemmas (cited in Jurich &
Jurich, 1974) dealing with life vs. property.

The th ird

dealt with premarital sexuality, and the fourth with
sexuality in a marital context (Gilligan, et al., 1971).
The results suggested that permissiveness without
affection was associated with the lowest level of
cognitive moral development.

This was followed by the

traditional standard, the double standard,
permissiveness with affection, and nonexploitive
permissiveness without affection.

The level of

cognitive moral development associated with
nonexploitive pe r missiveness without affection was
higher than the level associated with perm i ssiveness
with affection .

These two groups were different in
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terms of moral development from the first th r ee groups.
Jurich and Jurich (1974) offered the fo l lowing theory
about these results.

The permissiveness without

affection stand ard is egoistic in that it requ ires only
that the subject fulfill her / his own needs.

This

standard does not require a signif icant degree of
cogniti ve development because it is a general rule that
can be applied across all premarital sexual situations.
The tradit ional standard can also be applied across all
situations, but the individual who applies this standard
is aware of the existing social order and is attempti ng
to maintain it.

The double standard requires a hi gher

level of moral development because the male involved
must decide in each situation whether the female
invo l ved is "good" or "bad" .

If he determines that she

is "bad" then it is moral, by his code, to ha v e
intercourse with her.

The permissiveness with affection

standard requires a great deal more in terms of
cognitive moral sophistication.

The individual who

applies this standard must make a decision based onl y on
the feelings found within the relationship.
no externals on which to rely.

There are

Therefore, this process

requires a certain degree of empathy with the other
person in the relationship. The fifth standard studied,
nonexploitive permissiveness without affection, requires
an even higher level of cognitive moral development.
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Th e r i ghts of each person involved in the relationship ,
and the current situation must be carefully analyzed.
J u r ich and Jurich (1974) emphasize that these standards
are arranged in order pertaining to the level of
cognitive moral development required for each.

They

make no argument about the relative morality of each
standard.
D'Augelli (1971) hypothesized that an individual ' s
level of moral development influences her/his decisions
about premarital sexual activity, along with the other
personality factors of sex guilt and sexual philosophy.
She investigated the relationship of cognitive moral
development, sex guilt and sexual philosophy to sexual
experience by interviewing and testing 119 college
women.

The interview schedule included Kohlberg's Mora l

Judgment Scale.

Central to D'Augelli's (1971) research

is her typology of six different sexual philosophies.
The first was labelled inexperienced virgin.
Inexperienced virgins have little dating or sexual
experience; as yet, they do not know very much about
themselves or others.

They are close to their parents

and do not want to hurt them by becoming sexually
active.

Adamant virgins believe strongly that

intercourse should be saved for marriage.

Potential

non-virgins believe that premarital intercourse is
morally acceptable, but have not experienced intercourse
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because they have not met the "right" person or been in
the "right" situation.

Engaged non-virgins have usually

had intercours e with only one person with whom they
share a serious, committed relationship .

Typically,

engaged non-virgins consider morality to be each
individual's personal concern.

Liberated non-virgins

believe premarital sex is moral as long as each partner
und erstands the meaning of coitus within the
relationship. The security of the relationship is not as
important as it is to engaged non-virgins.

Confused

non-virgins "engage in sex without real understanding of
their motivation, the place of sex in their lives, or
its effects on them" (D'Augelli

&

D'Augelli, 1977:53).

The results of this study suggest that adamant
virgins were most often found at Kohlberg's stage Four
(Law and Order Reasoning) .

The actual relationship was

less important to them than the degree the relationship
fits within society's rules and laws.

The subjects

whose sexual philosophy fit into the category of
inexperienced virgins did not correlate with anyone
stage of cognitive moral development.

They did,

however, feel that love was a prerequisite for coitus.
Potential non-virgins were also not oriented to any
particular stage of cognitive moral development.

They

believed that intercourse would be moral in the
following situations: when "in love" , when engaged, and
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when mutual l y agreed upon.

Most engag ed non- virgins

were in the Social contract (5 ) or Personal Concordance
(3) stages.
Stage (4 ) .
tha t

A few were oriented at the Law and Order
They believed, as did the adamant virgins,

the relationship was less important than whether

society's laws were followed.

Those at the Social

Contract Stage (5) stressed that coitus should be a
mutual decision, based upon discussion and thought.
Those engaged non-virgins at the Personal Concordance
Stage (3) considered the affection felt for the partne r
(that placed them in the role of lov er) as an important
factor in the decision to engage in coitus.
Liberated non-virgins typically used Social Contract
Reasoning (5).

·Sex was acceptable if partners agreed

on the nature of the relationship and on the role of sex
within the relationship· (D 'Augelli & D'Augelli,
19 77 :55).

The majority of the confused non-virgins were

at the Instrumental Relativist Stage (2) of cognitive
moral development .

They engaged in intercourse in an

effort to gain affection or a supportive relationship.
Communication within these relationships was generally
not satisfying.

D'Augelli concluded that the

rela tionship, or context, was important in determining
what sexual behaviors were appropriate.

In 1972,

D'Augelli conducted a stud y dealing with the association
among sex guilt , moral reasoning, and sexual experience
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within couples (n=76).

The results of this study

generally supported the 1971 study.

The correlation for

men between sexual philosophies and levels of cognitive
moral development paralleled the findings for women.
To summarize, the research in this area suggests
that an individual's level of cognitive moral
development is related to her/his premarital sexual
standards.
Conclusions
As is apparent from the preceding information, as a
society we are becoming more sexually permissive for a
variety of reasons and factors .

It is also apparent

that similar types of sexual behavior may be based upon
different levels of cognitive moral development .
D'Augelli's work (1971, 1972) and that of Jurich and
Jurich (1974) are similar in results.

Confused

nonvirgins and persons adhering to the permissiveness
without affection standard, who are similar in sexual
philosophy and standards, are oriented to lower levels
of cognitive moral development.

Liberated nonvirgins

and persons who fol l ow the nonexploitative
permissiveness without affection standard are oriented
to higher levels of cognitive moral development.
Therefore, the overt sexual behavior can be the same,
but the underlying cognitive moral development is very
different.

This suggests a relationship between
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premarital sexual standa rds and the structural levels of
cognitive moral development.

It is the purpose of this

study to determine if a similar correlation exists
between premarital sexual standards and the content
component of cognitive moral development.
Cognitive Moral Development
Kohlberg's work (1969) has been tested and
researched fairly extensively.

Extant research has

generally supported his original theory.

Kohlberg

(1973) suggested that persons stabilize in their moral
development at age twenty-five.
stabilizing "crystallization".

He called this
Marchand-Jodoin and

Samson (1982) conducted a study that tested the concept
of crystallization.

They used the thirty-six members of

an adult education sexology class as subjects.

The

class members were tested privately by interview both
before and after taking the class.

The plus-1 stage

method (Samson, 1980) was used in the class.

The

interview consisted of four moral dilemmas, two that
dealt with sexual moral judgment, and two that dealt
with general moral judgment.

Marchand-Jodoin and Samson

(1982) found that subjects at stage two had difficulty
progressing beyond that stage, and apparently had
crystallized at that point.

However, subjects whose

original interview showed them to be at stage three or
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four con ti nu ed to advance in cognitive moral
development.

Subj ect s at stage fiv e progressed very

little, and in some cases, not at all, possibly because
the more advanced a person's l evel of moral dev e lopment ,
the more difficult it is to change, due to the
increasing degree of cognitive sophistication that is
requ ired for stages fi v e and si x (Marchand-Jodoin &
Samson, 1982).

This study also indicated that the level

of sexual moral development does not always lag behind
the level of general mora l development as has been foun d
to occur in adolescence (Gilligan, et al., 1971; Ste in ,
1973).

Finally, Marchand-Jodoin and Samson take issue

with Turiel's (1978) idea that sexuality is determined
by social convention, and link sexual attitudes and
behavior to moral concepts.

They believe that a person

exercises her/his sexuality within a frame of reference
determined by personal moral beliefs .
Kitc hener, King, Davison, Parker, and Wood ( 1984)
have conducted a longitudinal study of moral and ego
development in young adults.

Each subject (n=61) was

given the Defining Issues Test (Rest, 1979), the
Sentence Completion Test of Ego Development (Loevinger &
wessler, 1970), and the Concept Mastery Test (Terman,
1973), in 1977, and in 1979 .

The results support the

idea that principled moral reasoning continues to
develop in post adolescence .

Whether ego development
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continues is not clear. It may level off as individuals
enter college, as Loevinger (1979) has suggested.

In

thi s study, females generally scored higher than males
on moral development; however, this difference appears
to be explained by the females' higher verbal ability.
Bouhmama (1984) studied a group of Algerian
students and a group of British students (age 14-15) to
test Kohlberg's (1969) assertion that formal learning
had little effect on cognitive moral development.

He

found that the majority of the Algerian children were at
stage three in their cognitive moral development; the
British children were mainly at stage two.

He believed

this could be explained by examining the cultures from
which the children came.

The Algerians were IslamiC,

and their moral reasoning process was greatly influenced
by their traditional and religious values; the reasoning
style of which happened to conform to Kohlberg's stage
three .

The British children, on the other hand, were

brought up in a culture that emphasized the thought
structure found in stage two, helping other people,
perhaps in expectation of reciprocal action.

Bouhmama,

therefore, conc luded that cultural and religious values
have an effect on Kohlberg's stages of cognitive moral
development.
In a study that supports Kohlberg 's (1969) stage
theory of cognitive moral development, Snarey, Reimer,
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and Kohlbe rg ( 1985) investigated the development of
social-mor al reasoning among Is raeli adolescents living
in a kibbutz.

The study was longitudinal and the

results showed that the subjects progressed in the
structure of their moral development gradually and in an
upward direction.

There were no significant regressions

in s ocial-moral reasoning .
Conclusion
The studies r eviewed are generally supportive of
Kohlberg's (1969) theory, particularly, that the stages
are qualitatively different and form an invariant
sequence.

One major difficulty (Bouhmama, 1984; Rest,

1979) has been determining the extent that the structure
of moral thought is affected by the content of moral
thought, which is necessarily different within each
culture .

This study has not addressed that problem in

particular, but has focused on the content of moral
thought, and its possible relationship to individuals'
decisions about premarital sexual standards.
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CHAPTER I I I
METHOD

The sample used in this study was collected between
1980 and 1982 and consisted of 159 college students fro m
two universities, one located in the Midwest and one in
the west.

Both areas are considered to be conservative.

The sample was purposive as students in Family and Human
Development classes (General Education) were asked to
volunteer for the study.
Instruments
Each subject completed a questionnaire (see
Appendix) in the classroom consisting of measures of
self-esteem, religiosity, moral development, sexual
attitudes, and sexual behaviors.

The method of uSing a

self-administered questionnaire has been shown to yield
more accurate information than an interview format when
dealing with sensitive issues such as sexual attitudes
and behavior (DeLamater & MacCorquodale, 1975).
content of Moral Development
The cont.ent component of moral development was
measured by the Moral Content Test developed by William
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D. Boyce and Larry Cyril J ensen ( 1978).

This test i s

s i milar to the one devel oped by James R. Rest (1979 ) to
i dentify the structural component of cognitive moral
development.

Dilemmas are given, followed by reasoning

statements which the subject ranks according to the
degree of importance the statements have in her/his
decision making .

However, this test is different from

Rest's Defining Issues Test both in the content of the
dilemmas and in the personalization of them .

Boyce and

Jensen wrote this test in the first person thus directly
involving the subject in the dilemma.

This technique

was found in a pilot study to increase the subject's
difficulty in decision-making, because subjects are more
concerned about, and become more involved in, their own
actions than in those of others .
The five dilemmas included in the test all involve
an end vs. the means situation (teleology vs.
deontology).
statements.

Under each dilemma are ten reasoning
The subject rated these statements

according to the importance and relevance they have to
her/his decision.

There is a statement r e presenting

each of the eight types of reasoning: hedonistic egoism,
nonhedonistic egoism, hedonistic rule-utilitarianism,
nonhedonistic rule-utilitarianism, hedonis t ic actutilitarianism, nonhedonistic act-utilitarianism, ruledeontology, act-deontology, a nonsense statement to
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con trol for random marking, and a "j u st right" or "just
wrong " statement to identify act-deontologists whose
dec isions are based on the "feel" of the situation.

The

deontological reasoning statements are pure; mixed forms
must be determined from examining the total test scores.
There are only two categories of the good included
i n the reasoning statements about each dilemma;
nonhedonism and hedonism.

Nonhedonism includes both

nonhedonism and qualitative hedonism.

Hedonism is

defined as quantitative hedonism.
The Moral content Test was administered to
undergraduate students by Boyce and Jensen twice with an
interim of four weeks.

There was no discussion,

instruction, or treatment between administration of the
two tests.

Tests were discarded if a subject's check

mark ratings for first and second rankings were
inconsistent with her / his number rankings for more than
two dilemmas.

This follows a suggestion made by Rest

(1979) for determining valid tests.

The results of the

test-retest stability analysis were as follows:
Hedonistic egoism
Nonhedonistic egoism
Hedonistic rule-utilitarianism
Nonhedonistic rule-utilitarianism
Hedonistic act-utilitarianism
Nonhedonistic act-utilitarianism
Rule-deontology
Act-deontology

.32
.85
.75
.80
.75
.73
.60
.75
X= .69

Boyce and Jensen (1978) were not concerned about the
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reliability coefficient of .32 for hedonistic egoism
because there were few responses to this category.
When these scores are collapsed across several
dimensions it is possible to create broader, more
conclusive scores that give a more precise idea of the
subjects ' moral content.

For example, by combining

nonhedonistic act-utilitarianism, non-hedonistic ruleutilitarianism, hedonistic act-utilitarianism, and
hedonistic rule-utilitarianism a composite score for
utilitarianism can be obtained.

The following items

were created by collapsing scores and are listed along
with their reliability coefficients.
Egoism
Rule-uti litarianism
Act-utilitarianism
Hedonism
Nonhedonism
Rule-oriented
Act-oriented
Utilitarianism
Deontology

.64
.89
.84
.64
.65
.83
.83
.82
.68

X=.76
In this study, scores were collapsed into the above
categories because these categories provide a more
reliable measure of the content of each subject's moral
thought.
Sexual Attitudes and Behavior
Each subject completed a modified version of Reiss'
(196 4) Guttmann scale of premarital sexual
permissiveness that encompassed both attitudes and
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actual behavior.

The original scale has been u sed in

many studies and has always met the reliability criteria
for a Guttmann scale (Clayton & Bokemeier, 1980).

There

are some limita tions to this scale; one is that as
society becomes progressively more sexually permissive
the items dealing with holding hands and kissing may
have little real meaning.

Further, the items dealing

with "sexual intercourse" may need to be expanded to
include other dimensions of sexuality (Gagnon, 1977;
Hampe & Ruppel, 1974; Mirande & Hammer, 1974).

While

the subjects in this study completed the entire scale,
in the analysis, only the dimensions pertaining to
sexual intercourse at the different levels of commitment
and emotional involvement were used.
Since this sample is nonrepresentative and
relatively homogeneous, the reliability values of Reiss'
scale may be artificially inflated (Clayton & Bokemeier ,
1980).
Analyses
The data were analyzed by discriminant analysis.
This procedure is used "to identify the variables that
are important for distinguishing among the groups and to
develop a procedure for predicting group membership for
new cases whose group membership is undetermined"
(NOrusis, 1985:75).

The procedure is similar to
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regression analysis, in that i t identifies the amount of
variance contributed by a variable while controlling for
the influence of the remaining variables in an effort to
discriminate among the groups .

However, discriminant

an a lysis distinguishes and predicts group membership,
instead of producing correlation coefficients , and it
was developed for use with nominal variables, which were
used in this study.
The assumptions of discriminant analysis are these:
1) each group is a sample from a multivariate normal
population, and 2) the population covariance matrices
are equal.

Because of the nature of the sample and the

instruments used, it was assumed that the data met the
above assumptions.
The dependent variable in this analysis was sexual
standards, which contained the following values:
permis s iveness without affection, traditional, double
standard , and permissiveness with affection.

The

independent (predictor) variables were egoism, ruleutili tarianism, act-utilitarianism, hedonism,
nonhedonism, rule-oriented , act-oriented,
utilitarianism, and deontology .

These independent

va riables were placed into linear combinations which
distinguish membership in one of the four values
(groups) of the dependent variable.
Before the discriminant analysis could be run, the
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one hundred fifty-nine subjects were classified as
adhering to the permissiveness without affection
standard, traditional standard, double standard, or
permissiveness with affection standard.

This was

accomplished by developing a series of logic statements
and applying them to the data.

For example, a subject

answering "never" across all relationship categories
(casually dating, dating steadily, going steady,
informally engaged, formally engaged) to the question
"How often have you had sexual intercourse with someone
of the opposite sex ", would be classified as belonging
to the traditional group, as the definition of the
traditional standard is there are no premarital sexual
relations prior to marriage, no matter what the
circumstances.
After these classifications were made, preliminary
statistics and tests of their significance were
obtained.

Finally, the discriminant analysis was run,

consisting of two phases, analysis and classification.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Demographic Data
The sample consisted of one hundred fifty-nine
subjects.

The mean age fell within the range of 18-22

years; one hundred twenty-three subjects (77%) were in
this category.

One person was between the ages of 13

and 17; twenty-five (16%) were between the ages of 23
and 30; and 10 (6%) were between the ages of 31 and 50.
One hundred fifty-two subjects (96%) were Caucasian, two
were Black (0 . 01%), six (3%) were Hispanic, and one
responded "other".
completed was 13.6.
(29%) males.

The mean number of years of school
There were 115 (71%) females and 44

The majority (128, 81%) of subjects were

single, twenty-five (16%) were married, three (0.02%)
were separated, and six (0.04%) responded "other".
Sixty (38%) of the subjects grew up in a community of
2,500 to 30,000 population; sixteen (10%) were raised on
a farm; nineteen (12%) in a small rural community;
twenty-one (13%) in a small town less than 2,500 in
population; thirty-two (20%) in a city of 30,000 to
100,000 persons; and ten (6%) in a larger city.

One

hundred twenty-three subjects (77%) came from intact
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families in which the father's median income was over
$22,000 and the mother' s median income was zero.
In summary, the majority of the sample was
Cauca s i an, female , single, college sophomores, who were
raised in towns populated by 2,500 to 100,000 persons,
and whose parents remained married. It is important to
be aware of the relative homogeneity of the sample as
the results of the analyses are presented.
Classification
Attitude
The first step in the data analyses was to classify
subjects according to their stated attitudes concerning
sexual standards.

This was accomplished by developing a

series of logic statements from the data to distinguish
between groups.

All persons who agreed that sexual

intercourse was permissible when partners were "not
particularly affectionate" were considered to hold an
attitude of permissiveness without affection.

Out of

the 159 subjects, none fell into this category .

All

persons who felt that intercourse was not permissible
when partners were casually dating, dating steadily,
going steady, informally engaged, formally engaged, in
love, feeling strong affection , or not particularly
affectionate were placed in the traditional category.
Ninety-four persons (59%) fit this criteria.

Subjects
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were considered to adhere to the double standard if they
agreed that intercourse was permissible at any
relations hip stage for the male but not for the female.
One subj ect fell into this category.

All persons who

believed that coitus was permissible if the couple was
"in love " , or "felt strong affection", were placed in
the permissive with affection category.
persons (24%) fit this criteria.

Thirty-eight

Twenty subjects (13%)

did not fit into any of the four categories, and
examination of their individual responses revealed no
commonalities , thus precluding the possibility of a new
attitudinal category.

These persons were excluded from

the analysis portion of the discriminant analysis, but
included in the classification.

Six (0.04%) subjects

responded "undecided" more than four times, and because
of this, they were not classified.

Four "undecided"

responses constitutes twenty-five per cent of the
sixteen variables used to determine attitudinal stance
reg arding sexual standards.

More than 25% was

considered excessive by this researcher, because those
subjec ts whose "undecided" responses exceeded 25% had
apparently not progressed very far in setting their
sexual standards.

Therefore, they could not be placed

into anyone of the four categories.
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Behavior
Behavior groups were more difficult to classify
than the attitud i nal groups because of the large number
of subjects who responded "not applicable" ,

This was

probably due to the relatively youthful, conservat iv e
sample (mean 18-22) whose life experiences had not yet
included coitus,

Persons who responded that they had

participated in sexual intercourse while casually dating
their partner were placed in the permissiveness without
affection category.
criteria.

Six (0.04%) subjects fit this

It is interesting to note that, while no

subject was found to hold the permissive without
affection standard attitudinally, six persons did so
behaviorally.

This supports Roche's (1986) findings.

Persons who responded "never" across all relationship
categories (casually dating, dating steadily, going
steady, informally engaged, formally engaged) to the
question "How often have you had sexual intercourse with
someone of the opposite sex?" , were classified in the
traditional group.
this group.

Thirty-two (20%) persons fit into

Since the double standard is a type of

attitude, rather than an actual behavior, no behavior
classification could be made.

Persons who responded

that they had experienced intercourse while dating
steadily, going steady, being informally engaged, or
formally engaged were placed in the permissiveness with
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affection category .
criteria.

Twent y-four (15 %) people fit this

The remainder of the sample fell into six

other groups: 1) those who answered "not applicable" to
all five variables in question (engaging in intercour s e
while casually dating, dating steadily, going steady,
informally engaged, formally engaged) - four subjects
( 0.03% ); 2) those who answered "never" when asked if
they had experienced coitus when casually dating their
partner and then answered "not applicable" to the
remaining four variables - three subjects (0.02%); 3)
those who answered "never" when asked if they had
engaged in coitus when casually dating or dating
steadily and then answered "not applicable" to the
remaining three variables - twenty subjects (13%); 4)
those who answered "never" when asked if they had
engaged in coitus while casually dating, dating
steadily, or going steady , and th@n answered "not
applicable" to informally engaged and formally engaged twenty-seven subjects (17%); 5) those who answered
"never" when asked if they had ever experienced
intercourse when casually dating, dating steadily, going
steady, and informally engaged, and answered "not
applicable" for formally engaged - seven subjects
(0.04%).

The remaining thirty-six subjects (23%) did

not fall into any of the above categories.
Originally, this researcher had planned to use all
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four s exual standards with their associ ated behaviors;
permiss iveness without affect ion , trad itional , double,
and permissiveness with affection, as dependent
variables in the discriminant ana ly sis.

However, due to

the results of the classification, the only two groups
represented attitudinally were traditional and
permissiveness with affect ion.

The groupings for

behavior were even more difficult to categorize into the
original four standards.

A crosstabulation between

attitude and behavior using the traditional and
permissiveness with affection groups indicated little
correlation.

Twenty-nine persons whose responses placed

them in the traditional group attitudinally were also in
the traditional group behaviorally .

Eleven persons who

were attitudinally permissive with affection were also
behaviorally permissive with affection .

Because these

groups of twenty-nine and eleven we re too small to use
satisfactorily in a discriminate analysis, the decision
was made to use only the attitudinal groupings of
traditional and permissiveness with affection in the
analysis.

The discriminant analysis was run using as

dependent variables the attitudinal groups adhering to
the traditional standard (group one), and to the
permissiveness with affection standard (group twO); and
as independent (predictor) variables the nine constructs
of moral content; egoism, hedonism, nonhedonism, rule-
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utilitarianism, act-uti l itariani s m, utilitarianism,
deontology, rule-orientation, and act-orientation.

Preliminary Statistics
To understand the differences between persons
holding traditional standards (group one), and those who
hold the standard of permissiveness with affection
(group twO), significance tests for the equality of
group means for each variable were run.

On the Wilk's

Lambda and F-ratio test, egoism, r ule-utilitarianism,
act-utilitarianism, utilitarianism, deontology, ruleorientation, and act-orientation all had a significance
level of less than 0.05.

In other words, the two groups

differ significantly on the above constructs of moral
content.

(See Table 2, p. 45)

The pooled within groups correlation matrix
indicated that rule orientation and rule utilitarianism
were the most highly correlated.

This was logical,

because these two constructs were fairly close in
meaning; both have as a central feature a belief that
rules must be made and followed.

Act utilitarianism and

act orientation were also highly correlated.

Again,

this was to be expected because both constructs are
centered around the belief that acts must be judged on
their own, and with consideration of their outcome .
Hedonism and utilitarianism were correlated, as were
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utili t arianism and nonhedonism.

Utilitarianism was

correlated with both the hedonistic and the
nonhedonistic d efin itions of "the good".

In other

words, a person from this sample who believed in
maximizing the good may believe that the good is
pleasure (hedonism), or that the good is another concept
(e.g., happiness), or several concepts (e.g . , happiness,
power, pleasure), possibly including pleasure
( nonhedonism).

(See Table 3 , p. 45)
Discriminant Analysis

Analysis phase
The first step of the discriminant analysis was
computing the discriminant function.

The discriminant

function is a linear combination of the unstandardized
coefficients of the predictor variables multiplied by
the values of the variables.

These predictor values are

then summed and added to the constant .

The discriminant

function so formed maximizes the differences between the
two groups.

In thi s study, one hundred thirty-two cases

were i ncluded in this step.

The other twenty-seven had

missing data on at least one of the predictor variables
and could not be used .

The function (group centroid)

for group one is 0.35634; for group two, it is -0.88147.
In the first run of the discriminant analysis, the
direct method was used, in whi ch all the predictor
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(independent) variables for moral constructs were
ente red into the analysis directly, regardless of the
dis crim inating power of each.

This method resulted in a

Lam bda of 0.75 and a sign ificance level of 0 . 000 ,
indicating there is significant variabi lity between the
means of group one and group two.

(See Table 4, p. 48)

In an effort to determine which predictor variables
actually were most useful in distinguishi ng between
groups, the analysis was run again utilizing a step-wise
method designed to minimize the Wilk's Lambda and thus
separa te the groups as much as possible.

Act-

utilitarianism was entered into the analysis first due
to its large F-value .

This signifies that act-

utilitarianism is the variable that, by itself, can
discrimi nate between the two groups best.

This was

:ollowed by deontology, which was added at step two;
egoism, which was added at §t@p three; hedonism, which
was added at step four ; rule-orientation, which was
added at step five; act-utilitarianism, which was
removed at step six; deontology, which was removed at
st ep seven; nonhedonism, which was added at step eight;
and act-utilitarianism, which was added at step nine.
These variables were added and removed in this manner in
an effort to find the model which would result in the
smallest Lambda; in other words, to discover those
variables that discriminated between the two groups

Table 4
Summary Table: Direct Entry
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best.

Egoism, hedonism, nonhedonism, act-

utilitarianism, and rule-orientation were found to be
the mos t pol ar izing (d is criminat ing) var i able s .

A

Wilk's Lambda of 0 . 76 was obtained using this method,
and the significance level was 0 . 000.

(S ee Table 5,

below)

Table 5
Summary Table: Step- wise Entry
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Cl assification phase
In the classification phase of the analysis, actual
group membership can be compared to predicted group
membership .

When pr i or probability of group membership

was not specified, 70 percent of all cases were found to
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be correctly classified.

When prior probabilities were

specified (group one= 0.71, group two= 0.29), the
percentage of correctly classified cases was 78.

On

group one, 94 percent of subjects were originally
grouped correctly, while 6 percent were grouped
incorrectly.

In group two, 58 percent of the subjects

were grouped correctly and 42 percent incorrectly.
Table 6, p. 51)

(See

These findings were echoed in the

histogram (See Figure 1, p . 52) in which group one
clustered fair ly closely, and group two was more widely
dispersed.

The centroid for group one was 0.35534, and

for group two was -0.88147.

Table 6
Classification
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Summary
The results of the study suggest that persons who
are traditional in their premarital sexual standards
will develop rules and then judge actions according to
how closely those actions adhere to the rules.

Persons

who are permissive with affection will consider each
act, and the nature of that act when judging morality.
They will not rely on previously developed rules.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
Preliminary Statistics
The data present two portrai t s, one of the
traditional group, and one of the permissiveness with
affection group.

Reviewing the means for the moral

construct variables, it is apparent that persons holding
the traditional standard of sexual behavior scored
higher on the average on egoism, rule-utilitarianism,
deontology, and rule-orientation than those persons who
were classified as permissive with affection.

These

results suggest that persons who adhere to the
traditional standard are concerned with:

(a) achieving

their definition of the good f o r t hemselves;
nature of an act;

(b) the

(C) whether that act conforms to rules

previously accepted; and (d) maximizing "the good".
Persons adhering to the permissiveness with affection
standard scored higher on hedonism, ac t-utilitari anism,
utili tarianism, and act-orientation.

These results

suggest that persons who are permissive with affection
believe:

(a) pleasure is the only intrinsic good;

(b)

not only the act but the end result of that act must be
considered when judging the act; and (C) in maximizing
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"the good".

Responses from both groups were the same on

the construct of nonhedonism, which is the belief that
plea sure is not the only intrinsic good.

This is

possibly due to the relat ively conservative sample.
Ano ther similarity between groups is their common belief
in maximizing the good (utilitarianism) .

However, the

traditional group is rule-oriented in their
utilitarianism, and the permiss ive with affection group
i s act-oriented.
The main difference between the groups observable
from the means is whether they rely on rules or acts to
judge if an action is moral .

Traditional persons have

accepted society ' s long held rule toward sexual
behavior: that coitus is taboo prior to marriage .
Persons who are permissive with affection judge the
morality of their sexual actions on the level of
perceived mutual affection pr@g@nt in the relationship.
These findings parallel those of Ju r i ch and Jurich
(1974).

Discriminant Analysis
The discriminant analysis was first run by the
direct entry method.

From the results, rule orientation

had t he largest s t andardized coefficient (2.20922); that
will result in a l arger function value .

The function is

the defining range of numbers that discriminates between
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groups.

In this s tudy , the centroid func ti on for

trad itionalis ts (group one) is 0.3553 4 , and for the
permiss ive with affect ion group (grou p twO) the centro id
function is -0.88147.

There for e , larger function values

are associated with the trad itional group, (group one ) .
It is likely that traditionalists tend to be ruleoriented, or to believe that rul es must be made and
fo llowed, and that actions must be judged by how closely
they adhere to those rules.

Because the direct entry

analysis provided information mainly about
traditionalists, a step-wise procedure was followed
next, in order to gain information about the permissive
with affection group.
The step-wise discriminant analysis suggested, by
entering act-utilitarianism first and alone, that this
construct was the major polariz ing variable between the
traditional group and the pe r mi §§iVeness with affection
group .

Therefore, these groups must differ most i n

their beliefs concerning t he importance of the act
itself in determining the morality of an action.

Since

those in t he permissiveness with affection group scored
higher on the average on the construct of actutilitarianism, it is probable that they believe
actions, their nature and results, are important in
j udging morality.

Traditionalists probably believe the

converse, that it is important to decide upon rules
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which will maximize the good and then judge an act i on
according to how closely it adheres to those rules.
This idea is supported by the traditionalists higher
mean scores on rule-utilitarianism, rule-orientation,
and deontology, and by the results of the direct entry
analysis.
The final model presented by the step-wise method
in discriminant analysis included the following five
variables: egoism, hedonism, nonhedonism, actutilitarianism, and rule-orientation.

These variables

are the ones which discriminate best between the
traditional group (group One) and the permissive with
affection group (group twO).

Apparently, these groups

differ on their definition of "the good " as well as on
their judgment of "the good".

Those in the

permissiveness with affection group scored higher than
the traditionalists on the hedonism scale, which means
they believe pleasure is the only intrinsic good .
Holding pleasure in high regard is one explanation for
their permissiveness .

In addition, those adhering to

the permissiveness with affection standard exhibited a
wider range of variability within their group than those
in the traditional group.

This is possibly due to their

tendency to place less importance on rules and, instead,
individually judge actions according to the amount of
good result in from them.

Greater variability is
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der i ve d from those situations wherein persons j ud ge
a ct i ons on an individual basis.

Traditionalists, on the

other hand, make rules and adhere to them, such as the
r u l e o f sexual abstinence prior to marriage, making
the i r actions more predictable and low in variability.
Application
The purpose of this research was to study the
relationship between sexual standards and the conten t
component of moral structure.

This area is important to

our understanding of sexual behavior because a person's
beliefs (content) about morality govern her/his
behavior.

Therefore, once these beliefs are known,

behavior becomes more predictable (Boyce & Jensen,
1978).

This is important from a therapeutic standpoint

because information of this nature is helpful when
assessing sexual behavior and its likely effects
(positive and negative) upon the client, and society in
general .

For example, when working with an adolescent

who states s/he holds traditional values, yet behaves
permissively, it would be important to assess the
content of the stated moral structure.

With this

information, the therapist could first assist the client
in clarifying the stated values (beliefs) .

Next, the

therapist could assist the client in bringing her/his
behavior into cnsonance with her/his beliefs, thus
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removing conflict , and enhancing s e l f-awareness and
self-esteem.
Limitations
This study is limited in generalizability by the
relatively small, homogeneous, purposive sample.
Further research in this subject area should utilize a
larger, heterogeneous, random sample.

This type of

sample would result in representation of all five sexual
standards; permissiveness without affection,
traditional, double, permissiveness with affection, and
nonexploitative permissiveness without affection.

With

representation of all five groups, it would be possible
to discover the relationship of the five sexual
standards to the nine constructs of moral content.
Also, this type of sample, along with different
information-gathering techniques, would allow the use of
multiple regression analysis.

Regression would provide

more information about the extent of the differences
between the groups on the moral content constructs.
Future Directions
Future research in this area should be directed
toward discovering the extent of the differences among
the groups on the moral content constructs.

With a

larger , random sample and a different method of
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gathering information (e.g . , interview) , multiple
regr ession analysis could be us e d to provide informa tion
re lative to the degree of association between specific
mor al content constructs and various sexual standards.
When this is accomplished, the next logical step would
be to combine the areas of content a nd structure of
moral thought and then correlate this information with
the five sexual standards.

This would provide valuable

informa tion for the therapeutic setting (diagnosis and
treatment) and for the development of psycho-educational
programs, addressing a vast array of sexual issues
(e.g., basic sex education, heterosexual issues, incest,
rape) .
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Questionnaire
PA R T

1.

How old are you?
1.
2.

2.

3.
4.

1B to 22
23 to 30

5.
6.

White
Black
l\rrerican Indian

4•
5.
6.

Alaskan Native
Asi an
Hispanic :

Circle the highest grade you have

CXlIp1etl!d

in sch::x:>1.

1.

2.
3.
4.

2.

Ferna.le

Single
Married

2.
3.

Separated

Divorced

5.

Widowed

6.

otrer:

onafa=
in a snail rural camuni ty
in a small town less than 2,500
in a city of 2,500 to 30 , 000

5.
6.
7 ..

in a city of 30 , 000 to 100, 000
in a city of
in a city of

What is the marital status of iOltPiirent. (parenti ?

1.
2.

Single
Married

3•
4.

Separated
Divorced

5.

Widowed

If your parents are separated, divorced, or ~, with which parent are you
living?
1.

9.

Male

Where did you live nost of the tine while you were gr<:7oiing up?
1.

8.

12345678+

What is your present marital stal:lls?

2.

7.

Puerto Rican
0 .m.."1

What is your sex?

1.

6.

Hispanic:
Hispanic :

other :

College

123456789101112

5.

B.

9.

7.

Mexican

Grade Schcol/High School

4.

31 to 50
51 or older

What is your ethnic background?

1.
2.
3.

3.

(Circle the nrnt:ler )

12 o r younger
13 to 17

Father

2.

~

3.

Other:

What is your father's main occupatiCl'l (please give a full answer, such as ....... lder
in an aircraft factory , " "salesman in a snall c.lot:hinq store, II "owner and operator
of a large dalzy fa=," etc.)?
C\:::cupation (title):

Brief Description:
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Pg. 2
Part I

10.

Circle t.he highest grade in scrocl ~leted by your father.
Grade Sch:lol/lligh Sch:lol
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 11 U

11.

What.is your father' 5 annual ineare?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

12.

College
1 234567S+

l>bne

Less than SS, 000

6.
7.

SS,OOO to S9,999
S10,000 to $11,999
S12,000 to S13,999

8.
9.

1() .

to
to
to
to
or

$14,000
$16, 000
SlS,OOO
S20 ,000
S22,000

$15,999
$17,999
S19,999
S21,999
al:ove

What is yrAIr mother's rrain occupation (please give full answer, such as
"harenaker!era family of 6," "professor of chBnistry, " "legal secretary," etc.)?

Occupation (title):
Brief Description:

13.

Circle the highest grade in scrool CXJTpleted by your rrother.
Grade Scrool/lligh Scrool

College

123456789101112
14 •

234567S+

What is :tOUr mther' s annual ina:JTe?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Na1e
Less than S8,000

S8,000 to S9,999
$10,000 to Sll,999
$U,OOO to S13,999

6.
7.
8.
9.
10 .

S14,000
S16,000
S18,000
S20,000
S22,OOO

to
to
to
to
or

$15,999
S17, 999
S19,999
S21,999
above
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I I

Circle the answer to the left of e.ilch ques t ion ....tIich ~st descri.t:es to
W'hat extent you agree or disagree with each statarent.
Stroogly

Agree

ASI!ee

Disagree

Stron:J1y
Di sagree

SA

A

SO

l.

I certainly feel useless at ti.rres.

SA

A

SO

2.

At time s I think I am no good at all.

SA

A

SO

J.

On the whole,

SA

A

SO

4.

I feel I do not have much to be proud (

SA

A

SO

5.

1 am able to do things as \..ell as rrost
other people.

SA

A

SO

6.

I wish I could have rrore respect for
myself.

SA

A

SO

7.

I take a p:lsitive attitude toward rnysl..'i

SA

A

SO

8.

1 feel that 11m a person of Io.Orth , at
least on an equal plan with others .

SA

A

SO

9.

r am satisfied with :nyseJ

I feel tNt I have a nl.lll.ber of goo:l

qualities.
A

SA

SO

All in all, I am inclined to feel tNt
I am a failure.

10.

Beo..een each pair of ....ords place an "X" for your answer. For example:
if you
were rati.n:J the t~ature tet\o.Cen rot and cold , you might mark "X" as follows:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ :Cold

IIot : _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(Ham)

11.

Descril:e t-a./ you see

~.

HaP?Y:
SOCiable: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Good : _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ :Sad

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _:unsociable
_

_ _ _ _ _ _ :Bad

Confiden t : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Honest:____ _ _ _ _

: Unsure

____

Intellig""t:____

: Disronest
:Stupid

Friendly:____ _ _ _ _

:Unfrierdly

Powerful:____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

: Powerless

Attractive: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ : _ _ _ _ : _ _ _ _ __ _ __ :Unattrilctive
Depcndilbl,,:
Clever : _. _ _ _ : _ _ _ _ : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

:Undc[X."dw1e
:roolish
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The following questions concem sane attitudes of yours regarding dating behavior.
The
questions all concern what you believe abrut dating.
We

are interested in yrur own personal views about the questions we will ask.

en the following questions , check the degree of agrement or disagreerent you have

with each staterent. Answer these staterents on the basis of how you feel tD<oIard the
view expressed. Your name will never be coonected with these answers, so please be as
honest as you can.
Most of the \<lOrds we use have a cc:mrcn rreaning' to rrost people, but s:rre may need.
definition :

Definitions of intimacy levels
necking- involves both anbracing and kissing

light petting-involves necking and fcnlling of the breasts fran either outside or
inside the clothing
heavy petting-involves tooching or fondling of genitalia fran outside or inside
<i>f the clothing and may involve mutual fcn:lling by both

petting to climax-involves one or both achieving an orgasn witi=t penetration
of vagina by the penis
Definitions of o:mnitnelt levels
dating steadil~involves dating each other regularly rot each has the freedan to
date ancther if he or she desires
going steady-involves an understarding
not go with others

CIl

the part of the partners that they will

informal engagerrent-an agree<rent made by a couple to accept each other as marriage
partners in the future rot no arunmcarent has been made of their relatiCllShip
(typically a ring has not been given)
formal engaganent-involves an announc:erent having been made to parents and others
and, in !lOSt cases, involves a ring for the girl
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1.

I t:eli eve that txllding hands is acc eptabl e f or the male before
rrarri age when he i s :
Casually Dating
Dating Steadily
Going Steady

Infotroally Engaged
FonnailY Engaged

2.

3.

I t:elieve that txllding hands is acceptable for the male
before marriage when he is ID love.

I believe that txllding hands is acceptable for the male
before marriage when he feels strong affection for
his partner.

4.

I believe that txllding hands is acceptable for the male
before marriage even i l he does not feel particularly
affectionate toward his partner.

5.

I t:elieve that kissing is acceptable for the male before
marriage when he is:
Casually Dating
Dating Steadily

Going Steady

Infotroally Engaged
Fotroally En;aged

6.

I t:elieve that kissing is acceptable for the male before
marriage when he is ID love.

7.

I t:elieve that kissing is acceptabl e for the male before
marriage when he feels strong affection for his partner.

8.

I believe that kissing is acceptable for the male before
marriage even i l he does not feel particularly affectionate
toward his partner.
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9.

I believe that necking is acx:eptable for the male before

rrarriage

when he is:

Casually Dating
Dating Steadily
Gain; Steady

Infcmnal.ly Engaged
Fcmnal.ly Engaged
10 .

I believe that necking is acceptable for the IIIILle before
marriage when he is in loYa.

ll.

I believe that necking is ao::eptable for the IIIILle before
marriage wt:en he feels samq affectial for his partner.

12.

I believe that necking is acceptable for the male before
marriage even if he does r>X feel particularly affectionate

13.

I believe that light pettin; is ao::aptable far the IIIILle
before marriage when he is :

taoomI his partner.

Casually Dati1¥;

Dati1¥; Steadily
Gain; Steady

Inf<lmllllly !D;aged
F<lmIIllly Engaged

14.

I believe that light petti1¥; is acoeptabl.e for the IIIILle
before marriage wIWl he is in loYa.

IS.

I believe that light pettin; is acceptable far the IIIILle
before marriage wIWl he feels samq affectial far his
partner.

16.

I believe that light petti1¥; is ao::aptable for the
male before marriaga eI/Wl if he dcee r>X teal. perticularly
affectialate taoomI his partner.

:l
~

~ i

0

t

~

j

-<
0

j
~
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17.

I believe that heavy pettin:j is acceptabl e for tile male
l:efore marriage when he is:

ca.suaJ.ly Datin:j
Datin:j Steadily

Going Steady

Infamally Dlqaga:!

Fotmally n>gaga:I
18 .

I belleve that heavy pettinq is aa::eptAble for the ma.le
l::efore marriage when he is in leva.

19.

I beliew that heavy pettinq is acooptable !or the ma.le
before marriage when he f~ stralg affectim for his
partner.

20.

I beliew that heavy pettinq is aa::eptAble !or the mole
before marriage even i l he does nat feol. particularly
affectionate t:cward his partner.

21.

I belleve that pettinq to climax is acceptable for the
male before mo=ioqe when he is :

casu..ll.y Datin:j
Datin:j Ste.mily

Going Steady
Infomally~

Fom&lly Dlqaqod
22.
23.

I beliew that pettinq to climax is acooptable for t.. . male
before marriage when he is in love.
I beliew that pettinq to cllmox is oo:eptabl.e for the male
before marriage when he feels stralg affectia1 for his
partlWr.

24.

I beliew that pettinq to climax is aa::eptAble for the mole
before marriage """'" i l he does nat feol. affoctiooate
t:cward his partner.

.l

~

0

~

j

i

~

~

J-<

'~"
"'~
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I believe that sexual. intercourse is acceptable for the
male .before marriage when re is:
casually DatU>,

DatU>, Steadily
Going S~

Infamally Engaged
f ocraJ.ly Engaged
26 .

I believe that sexua.l. intert::cllne is acceptabl.e for the male
bafore marriage whII!!n he is in lave .

27.

I believe that sexua.l. inter=se is acceptabl.e for the mole
before marriage when be feels str<:rq affecti.al far his
part>ler .

28 .

I believe that sexual. intercx>.lnle is acoeptable for the mole
before marriage ~ J.j' be does not feel particularly
affectialate troani his partner.

29 .

I believe that roJ.din; honda is acceptable far tho female
be.fore marriage when she is:
Casually DatU>,

DatU>, St:eodily
Goin; Steady
InfCCllll.l.l.y~
fCCllll.l.l.y~

30.

I believe that roJ.din; _
is aooaptable for tha femol.e
before marriage when she is in loYe.

31.

I believe that roJ.din; _
is OCCOIptable for tho female
before ~ when she feels str<:rq affection for her
partner.

32.

I believe that rol.dinli ~ is acceptable for tho fellllla
before marriage even J.j' she does not feel particularly
affectialate troani her partner.

Jj

~

~
i

g

£
~

Ul

a

~

-<

j"
~
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33 .

I t::elieve that kissing is acceptabl e for the fmale before
marriage Wen she is:

Casually Datinq
Dating Steadily
Going Steady
Infomally ~ed
Fomally En:}aged

34 .

I believe that kissing is acceptable for the female before
mazriage when she is in love.

35.

I believe that kissing is ocoeptable for the female before
marriage when she feels 5trtni sffecticrt for her partner.

36.

I believe that kissing is ocoeptable for the female before
marriage even if she a:... rot feel porticul4rly sffect.i0n4te
towards her portner.

37.

I believe that nedtirq is aa:eptable for the female before
mazriage when she is:
casually DIltinq
DIltinq StMdil.y
Going Steody
Infamally~

FoImolly ~

3B.

I bel.i.eYe that nedtirq is acc8ptabJ.e for thII female before
mazriage when she is in love.

39 .

I bel.i.eYe that nedtirq is acceptable for thII fllllll.e before
marriage when she feels 5trtni sffecticrt for her portner.

40 .

I believe that nacltinq is acceptable for thII fllllll.e before
marriage "*>en she does rot feel porticul4rly sffec:tialate
tcward. her portner.

~

~

~5:
~

0

~.

"'~

:n

"

!
'<

j"
~
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~

41.

I believe that light petting is acceptabl e f or the f emale before
marria.ge when she i s :

Casually Dating
Dating Steadily
Going Steady

InfOD1'all.y Engaged
FoImally Erqaqed
42 .

I bel.ieYe that light petting is acceptable far tho faral.e before
marriage when she is in lave.

43 .

I belleve that light petting is acceptable for tho fsnale before
marriage when she feeLs st:rmg affectial for her partner.

44 .

I belleve that light petting is ~ for thII faral.e before
marriage evan if she does nat feel particularly affectjmate
tcwom her portner .

45 .

I belleve that Mally petting is
marriage when she is:

far _

fll!lOle before

46.

I bel.ieYe that Mally petting is acceptable for _
marrUge when she is in lave

f...ala before

47 .

I bell_ that heavy petting is aoceptable for _
fll!lOle before
marrUge when she feeLs st:rmg affectial for her partner.

48 .

I bel.ieYe that Mally petting iJo aoceptable for thII fll!lOle before
marrUge 8II1In if she dcea nat feel portiCllarly aHectjmate toward
tKpartner.

~

Casually Dating
Dating Staodily
Going Staody

Infomally I!h;aged
Fomally~

"'~

0

i

~
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49.

I believe that ..,tting to climax is acceptable for tbe female
before marriage when she is:
casually Dating

Dating Steadily

Geu., Steady
Infomally Engaged
Fomally Enqaged

50 .

I believe that ~ to climax is ao:::eptable for tha female
before IMrriage when she is in lave.

51.

I bali.ev8 that ~ to climax is ao:::eptable for tbe fanale
before IMrriage wIv!n she feel. stralg affection for her portner.

52.

I believe that ~ tD clilMx is ~e for _
femal.e
before marriage """" i f she does not feel .-rticularly
tcwam her partner.

affecticrlate
53 .

I bell""" that oexuaJ. in~ is ao:::eptable for _
before marriage when _
is .

femal.e

ca.uall.y Dating

Dating Stadlly

Geu.,

Steady

InfomaUy~

FozmaJ..ly ~
54 •

I believe that oexuaJ. intercoJr.. is accoptabJ.e for _
before marriage when shit is in l.oIIe.

55 .

I bell""" that oexuaJ. in~ is aa::eptal:l.e for _
femal.e
bet""" :norriaqe wIv!n she feels stralg affectial for her po.rtnor.

56.

I believe that oexuaJ. inter=Jr.la is accoptabJ.e for _
femal.e
before IMrriage I!VWI i f shit does not feel .-rticularly
affecticrlate tcwam her partner.

femsJ.e

3
~

~ ::' '"
~ ~ -B
~ -<

a

i

::'
~

'"~
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'The fo llC1Ning <;,.:.estiDns <Xlncern your personal dati.n:J and
court.ing I::ehavior. ~ t.J.-e ~ which ITOst accurately
descrl.bes your O\om behavior for each of ti'.e statements. If the
statE!rent does not awly to you , check. "not applica.ble."
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1.

How often have you held harKls with """"""" of tiE CWOSite

sex while:
Casually Dating
Dating Steadily

Goinq Steady

I
I

InfODl'ally El>;aqed
FODl'ally Engaged
2.

I

How often have you lti.ued 9CI!IIOne of the _ i t a sex .ru.J.e:

casually Dating
Dating Steodil.y

Goinq Steady

Infcmnally Engaged
Fo=ally Engaga:!
3.

How often have you r..::k.ed with !ICJIlOale of tho CJRlOIIita sex

while:
casually Dating

Dating Steodil.y

Goinq Steady

Infcmnally

~

FaI:mally Engaga:!
4.

How often have you enqagood in light petting with !JC1I8CI>e of

tho _ i t a sex while:

casually Dating

Dating Steodil.y

Goinq Steady

Infcmnally Engaged
Fomally Engaged

I
I
I

~

Q
g:
~
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5.

!ioW often have 1"" erJiJoqed in heavy petti.nq wi til 9C.IIII!<n! of
the opposite sex while:

casually Dati.nq
Dati.nq Steadily
Going Steady

Infozma.l.ly Engaged
Fozma.l.ly
6.

~

often have you petted to climax wi til SCIIIOCIl8 of _
opp:>site sex while:
Hew

Casually Dati.nq

Dati.nq Steadil.y
Going Steady

Infozma.l.ly ~
Fozma.l.ly
7.

Hew

~

otten haw you had

the _ i t a __ while:

-.w.

int:et<lOUnll witil

!IaIBCIl8

of

Casually Dating

Dating Steadil.y
Going Steady

Infaxmally ~
Fozma.l.ly ~

PART

V

In W. port.i.cn of _
questialnaize you will be
oevaral~.
First you will be _ _ to r...s a
sIrIuld be dono. n.n you will rata - . . J . typM of
in making your decisiat. r..av.J.a of iDp::Irtanco range
tant o

'lbere are no right or

wmnq~ .

_ _ to giV'll your opinions _
story and give your opinial _
.nat
reucrUnq as to hew iJIpJrtant they ~
fran VERr ~t to !Dr AT IUl. ~

'!!lis tMt ia sind only at um.rstandinq your

opJ.:Uon..
In rating stat:l!mmt.S for their i:rpJrtanc:e, mod thIIn carefully.
ant iIr8val.ant or _
no _ _ to you as !Dr AT IUl. ~ .

HuIt arty

sta~t.s

that
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Your closest loved one (e .g . • rother. father, S!X>Use) was near death fran a
special kind of cancer. There....,-as one drug that the <b:tors th:rught might save
hl.l'n/her. It was a foon of radiLml that a druggist in your tom had recently dis covered. The drug was expensive to make, but the druggist was charging you ten
t.iJres what the drug cost to !T'al<e. You """t tD everyone 1"'J knew tD l:orn>oo the
lTOIley, wt 1"'J could only get "",ether al:out $1,000, which is half the cost .
You told the druggist that your loved one was dying, and asked him to sell it
for less or let you pay later. But the druggist said, "No, I disoovered the
drug and I'm going to !T'al<e troney fran it.· You tried every possible way tD get
the n-oney, and when that failed, you tried every legal way tD get the drug without paying the full arrount of IT'Oney. N:lt:hing \oClrked, 90 you get desperate and
began to think aboUt breaking into the .-an' 5 store to steal the drug for your
loved one.

Sln.tld you steal the drug?

(ChoocJc

one)

_ _ I slDuld steal it

I can I t decide

I should not steal it

2. Sometimes In I'"~ past you '", "'~ 1000' downtown ou~ .

• • If ~n ••tOlI

.'*"

I'll .Inted 10'. society would ~ to
c,,_tk: mil 1M" eould tit no happh,• • Of peac. O'f m ind

.".,.

...

'Ot

So 'n SOfN e .... 1t"Uf19 " tu,tifted beUu .. it "I~ 1ft
IndMdu" (I" lhl' cas. J'Our fOOled onl. to In. aNI continlle
enjoying 'h. companlon,l'Ilp of 10Yed OMS and 10 tullllll'l',

"utDOII'ftlif..
I. WItI your dKIsM)n • • hat ..... i t m., be, ,• . , to IO~ .tI,tract
goal for you,..
g., .....atlon, ~~.
_"'aeluaUu,IotI,
;HDKtaDUltv. ttc.)?

'11M.

,t (•.

1.

'n Ihi, ca.. it I. 'u,t ri01'l1 10 II....

•. It ....eryon. Slole when 1'1. "".nted to, soci.ry would crumbl•
• nd .... Ouldn ·t tM! .bl. to "'HI I l'1t pl'lYtlcal need'of iI, m.mbe,..

t.

'n SOIfte c.... st. .linO I, jUllifl~ DK.U .. II aUow•• notn.t

person (in tl'll' c... your 10v«!
and sufferll'IQ.

'0. In Ii'll, casa I' it

' 1.111

on.,

10 overcome phy,ica' oal"

.rono 10 'tlal.

I!'""

F'om ,,,.lIst Of
abClYt. SI!,cl th l 'ou' 11'1&' ..... ,. ,Mmo., I",DO"'"! In ""lI.i"9
lOut c~e i ,.on II~OU' ""l'Itther or not 10 ':~ lI 1 1'1. d rug (Co nor litt a", i1lm, Iha' you
' 11td NOT ,.,T ALL ."'portant: l '~ 'II' D~~"" l n'I'o1d);
Most i mco~a"1

S.cond most ,moorta"'
n·"rd most ,mcorta"t
F'ourtl'l mo't "'~' o' : a"l
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You and t'-...o o ther pecple are trapped underground in a deep mine shaft.
You k.ro..I that rescue operations will take three or four days , wt the air
supply will not last all three of you for that long. 'I\.o of you, I'lc::1wever.
coold probably live long enough on the available air - b.it that Ireans one
of you rrust die for tte other t\t.o to live. You begin to think. al::out killing
one arrong you in order that ~ may live and return to their families.
Should one of you be killed to allow the others to live?

(Oleck

one)

One sIv:luld be killed

I can I t decide
One srould not be killed

R''''SONU''G ",.oUf ··T". MI"'I

s"..."."

On tn. I,,,·n.nd Sid. 01 t n. g~9' Cl'Ieck one 01
tn. spac.s by ••cn qU'lhon 10 IndIC.t. I"
I",gort.nc. in tn. d.cI'lon you mIMI. about
w".tner 01 not on. 0' y04.l should EM lul'-d.. 1ft
Olh.r WOldt. ho .... Importanl ...... eech 01 t " Ittms In m.k,ng our dKillan?
1. In '''IS C'M It II .... st .... rona to lull.

2. In 11'111 C. . . lullinG I"uslilied bee ...... only one pet"IOrI.",....
physltllly rlt".r th.n all II",. .. II II rt.Uy • kind of MH-cMf.,..
lor Ih. IwO Iha' live.

3. Will you be OM ot 11'1. on•• to Ii.....1'Id ttl........ Otd IN
d 'lna?

'*" of

4. WPlat II ..... ,.,on. lullild .... ne., nt ..... nled 10? Society ..ouM

~~~::::a:: ~o;::;~:~~~ ;::~': =,~:~ ~'!~
S. In .onw ca.. , killing is noh' bK ...... mQ(t peopfIe .,. I"'"
tnoled 10 conlin". !lYInG and lulfillina the" pur~ irllife.

.. In tnll c ... I1 II 'ust nontto kill one of 1M peopIIL
7.11 ..... ,.,0". kiltH "",heft he "",.nteo 10, 1"-.....ouId 11M 1'10 ~

rllyand no an. co,,14 1'1.1.,. IMKe 01 mlnd:
•. ti iS 1'101 r~hll0 lalt. tom.o,..·. Iif• . KUling i. "'"'""

reGardl.,.. 01 11'1. ,.tull&.
.. Sotnellm .. it j ust donn't pay 10 g.t up in lhe
Ihal .... oukS be .... DI In mind.

mGrNnt ....

10. Will yo ... rdec:ilion . .... tlII"',' II m,y be. lead 10 lOIN IIOattIlCt
goat for you,..." (.,; .• $&..... lIon. honOl, fame, IMf·~_
rUPKIADlllty. • te. .,

w.,.

From 11'1. lial of qu,,'ionl ,bo.,.. IOI.cll .... lOut Inal
tn. mo.t Im~ i.,
m,k,no your dKision abo ... t wl'lolh., 0, nOI ant 01 you ll'Iould be kllllMl (do l1li1 Ii.
any II.m,'hat you r.ted NOT AT Al.L Impol'tant; I.a.,.. DIan. Inlt""):
Most iml)ol'tan'
Second mOil Important
Third moal important
Fourtn mOIl ,mpor l.nt
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=

DESERTER

Pg. 16
Part V

Supp:::>se •••

Your COW1t.ry ~ involved U1 a .....ar a few years ago and during the war
many soldiers deserted. Since t.'1e war end.ed your rountry has had a law that
all such deserters, if caught, must. go to prison and sez.ve long sentences.
Recently, you saw a man wh::m you kn~ to be a deserter and ¥roh:J is the father
of t\.O children. By checkirq up on him, you have found that he has been a
rrcdel citizen in every way and. eve~ne in his to\om is very fond of him . The
law says that anyone seeing a deserter JruSt tum him in.
Should you obey the law and turn him in?

(Check one)

I should turn him in

I can I t decide
I sho.Jld not turn him in

2. 1" tnil caM.t is 'Ult flQ1'I1 to tift" IN II. and not tum him 1ft..

1. Will yout dKision, w"ata'Mf it may be.1Hd to IO/'I"Ie ab.ttKt

goal lor you,...41 (a.o .. Nl.,allon, I'IOnor. f.,.... _'· KNaliuUon.
rnpectatlll.ty. atc.11
.0It rte'Yon. DlO•• thl la .... tIe" P\e ."'Ied to. society would
laU .part.nO WOuld"" be ablato mM t 1l'1li Ned a of .tamemwa.
Tha,. would be a lOI 01 ph "C" .," and I""WI/\; 'o,eve~_ne.

I

S. In lOIN , •••• Drtlk'''9 the la. "lUaU'. . ..,.. it allow.
an ina,wtdual (In It'U1 C' " lhe deNttef) to ~ unnec...,.,
grw,i", a.uU."ncL
.

.. 'n INa UN It i, usl

.,~~ 10

btM. 1M I. ..

1. W.u rou go 10 ai' lor nOltwnl", him In?
.. If ""1')'011, 1)(011., th, I,. _nell he ••nled 10. tMt, _OUMt be
onty chao. and no anI could h..... PI-=- of mind Ot Mew.!!!!:

•• Sonot.titn .. btl. lung 'h, 'a. 's jUlbllad bKtIuM i t laads to
gtea,., pale, and Uanquility 'Ot ..... tyOI'IItlnWQl\oald. t.llking a
gOOd matt go to Jail do.s nOllnctMM peKe or tranquilifyanCI i.
not bast 101 SOC:iaty.
10. BtU. lng l"'la. II not riGht. tlOard,", of 1M ,. ....IIL TM
la. should bI ObayM.

From 1M li't of q",..lion. aDo"'l, MlKt In. fout Ihl' .1... ,ha mo.' Impol1&nt In
'.' .... Ing rolU CI':I"on .bout .hetha, at nollO ooer tM la. andt",n the dUlrtat in
(donor lill any Iiams ,holyoy riled NOT AT ALL. Iml>OI1attt; Ie ..... a Dlan. lnlt.adl:
MOai importanl
Stcond mOil Important
ftourd most ImpOI"n'
Faun" moat "nponant
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TIlE

DYI~

lD/I])

ONE

Pg.

17

Part V

Suppose ••.

Your closest loved one i s dyirq fran an incurable disease. He/ she is l.ll
a trarendous aJT'ClUJ'1t of pain and is expected. to die in a matter of ....eeks . '{our
10V'ed one i s too sick to be able to give pe..rmi.ssicn that he/ she be administered
a drug that will make hlrn/her die sroner, rut under the laws of your state, you
are able to give such permission. 'fou J<ra,.> that ~/she is in a great deal of
pain and that he/ she will die soon, anyway.
srould you give your pennissi",,?

(Cleek one)

_ _ I should give pennission
I can't decide
_ _ I should not give permissioo

2.1n IOI'M cue. kiUin; i. fight tlKau.. it r~~'lUn";"g and

pain.

1. What " av.ryona killed wnan ha wanted to? Sociaty wouid
absolutaly ,.n aPoart and -..ryon. wouMf •• peI'iencII
and phnicat sun.rlna.

g'''' Po&in

4. AI'. you a "'."'Der 0' lhe 10CII ro.." dub at do J'OU ,,-.,. •
ffl end who la1

5. In lhl a cue it l a 'ual (lQht 10 allow kUling.

7.11 everyone killed when he ....nled to lheta wouJd be no peaca
and no one couJd be h.PPr .
.. In IOI'M ca~ killing la rignl becau .. il bring. puc. of mn.
and com'ort 10 thOM c lO.. 10 th. -d;;'.DeraGn.
.. In tl'lil e&M. it ia 'ull .,ong 10 kill

From the hll 01 Gualhonl .bo..... uleet 1M 'CH.tr 11\&1 ..,a ,,,. mo.t 1I'ft90r't.nt In
making your daclslon aCOul .nalft« or noilO glva yOUt petmlssion (dono' lilt any
llama t"a' you ,atad NOr AT ALL important; ......... titan. inlt..d):
MOlt Important
Second most imPoortant
Third moll important
Fouttl'l moll important
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Pg. 1 8
Part V
Sup.,ase .. •
You are the breadwinner of a large family ard the t.i.m:! of year has care when
you are required by larw to pay taxes to the govet7'l1"el'lt . 'I\.o things, however,

make it hard for you to pay your taxes. First, a certain aJT'Ount of 'fOur taxes
goes to a governrrent program you abOOr I or dislike vezy, very much, because you
think it is i.nm:::Iral. It oothers you very ITI.lch that your rrcney goes for this
program. Sea:nd, having a large family, you need all the rroney yoo can get
and your taxes are really ITCre than you can afford to pay. Your family is already going hungry and, due to serre detail , yoo are not able to get welfare.
You have tried evezything and cannot get help anywhere . You k:now a ....y in which
you can lie about the arn:>.mt of taxes yoo have to pay wi trout getting caught .
'this 'oOlld allOW' you to save the rrcney that }'Our family needs so much, and also,
not as much of your rroney IoOUld go fur the program you think is imroral.
furtherrrore, with so many IlUllicns of people paying taxes, the goven-Jrent ...,w.d
never miss the ItCney you don' t pay . You start to thi.nk ab:>ut lyirq arout your

taxes .
Sha-lld you lie about your taxes?

(Oleck

one)

I should lie

I C:'lI\'t decide

I should no t lie

4. 1. ,I wOl'1" 1M rl,k 0' sult.nna '''ed iac:om'ot1 OlllOInD. to ".. 11
S. 'n trill CaM it i. ·ust nonl 10 lie.

1. Whas ., everyone ~o'teCI I", .ubllanll.lity 01 t...lion 10 btl
more Iran,.ent TPlan Ihe c..... tlon of UHnee'P

t. Slolch dlahonesTy I I lylnQ 1, aimply .... rong. r-;.n!I.ss of 11'1.
r.lultt.

t . In

trtlS c .... II ia ·uat .... rono t o Ii • .

From tl'le hal of 11."'1 olbo ..... 1.lecllh. tour that ..... r.ll'I.m os' Im portant In makinv
your dK I.,Ol'I abou! .... ".,,,., or not to he aboul your 'un (do not Jist any ,Icma Ihat
you r.tad NOT AT ALL. ,mportAn1 ; I...... a bien. instead):
1.4011 ,mpOltoln!
S ... cond most Impo"ant
nurd 1't'I0II Import')n!
Fo ",rl h mOil ,mportant
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Pg. 1 9
Part VI

Circ l e the nunber next to the stat..errent which
L

1.

2.

3.

etta

Twi.ce a week or oftener

Hew

often have ;<>l prayed in the Lost

1.

Never
A few times a year or l ess
A few tiJnes a IID\th

_

attend 9.n:1ayOlurd'l services ?

6.

2.
3.

or three tiJnes a ,",nth

yeiIr?

_7

'l'.o or three tim!!s a week
cn::e or twice a day
'lbree tilres a day or oftener

4.
5.

6.

Hew often in tim last year have ya1 takI!n part in
of your Oulrch other than atter1dinq

1.
2.
3.

4.

a_

~

4.
S.

Never
A few times a year or less
Qlce a rrr:nth

2.
3.

think best applies .

ytJJ

How o ften , if ever , in the last year did

Never
A few ti-. a year or lesa
Q1Ce a DCnth

Circle _

4.

3.
4.

of the follcwinq stateBlta Wdl amt nearest to being "'" main reasons

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
6.

Because I
My

-*

trierm

God _

to go

expect . . to go

me to a1:tllnl

My father expacta it

2.
3.
4.
5.

5.

6.
7.
8.

'lb _
me feel better
My IIDther eocpec:ts it
'lb leam to be a better person
0th8r

I a:n It bal..i.aw in God.
I dc:n' t knew >IIwt:Jler there is a God _
I don't believe there is ony woy
to find cut
I dc:n' t beliBve in a poncnaJ. God, _
I do bell....... in a higher pc>oO!r of
sao. kind.
I find myalf bel.ievin; in God __ of tile time, _
not at othar times .
Altlo>gh I have doubts. I feel that I do IlelieIIe in God.
I knew God rMlly exi8ta and I _
no doubts aI:alt it.

IotIich of tho tclladnq

1.

activities or organizations

_ or three tiJnes a rrcnth
CkXl8 a to.eek. or oftener

5.

why ;<>l attend or haw att:.l!rlded a.m:h.

1:
2.

Mrj

~

=-

~

to what ;<>l beliBve aIDut Jesus?

Frankly. I'm not entirely sure there ... ouch a penat as Jesus.
I think J..,. . . . auy a!lllll. altlo>gh on extraol:dinary ene.
I feel that J . . . . . . . a great . . . and vcy !Dly. _
I daI't feel Him to be
tho son of God _ _ than tho rst of . . an! c:hil.dran of God.
Altlo>gh I have .... doubts. I feel _cally that Jesus is divine.
J.... iI tile Divine son of God and I _
no doubts a!x>1t it.
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Pg . 2 0
Part V

7.

n,., Bible tell. of many miracles . ocme c::re:tited to Olrist and serre to otl'. er
prophets and apostle.. ~ally speakirq. which of the followirq statarent S
<XJII!S closest to what you believe ob:>\It Biblical miracles?
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
8.

lhIedo you think is the truth of the .tatsDont. "n,., Devil actually exists? "

1.

2.
9.

I aI!l rot sure whether these miracles really happened or rot.
I believe miracles are .tories and never really happened.
I believe the miracles happened. rut can be expla.ine::l by natural causes.
I believe the miracles happened and can be explainal Mly partly by
na tura.l "'"-1SeS •
I believe the miracles actually hIIppenad just as the Bible says they did .

Definitely rot true.
Probably rot true.

3.

4.

Probably true.
CCIIplatly true.

lbt,.,.... are you that you have fcum the

.....:s to the

~

and r;:uq:ose o f

lite?

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

I daI't nally bel.i<MI there are ...-no to these questials.
I IOU quite Slr1! I _
rot fcum the.
I _1mCIUt4in whetIwr or rot I _
!cum thaD.
I _ quite oerta1n altlDJgh at em timo I _
uncertain.
I _ quite oerta1n and I pretty DUch cp:ew ~ lcncwin3" these thirqs.

